Several recent papers have examined a rational polyhedron P m whose integer points are in bijection with the numerical semigroups (cofinite, additively closed substets of the non-negative integers) containing m. A combinatorial description of the faces of P m was recently introduced, one that can be obtained from the divisibility posets of the numerical semigroups a given face contains. In this paper, we study the faces of P m containing arithmetical numerical semigroups and those containing certain glued numerical semigroups, as an initial step towards better understanding the full face structure of P m . In most cases, such faces only contain semigroups from these families, yielding a tight connection to the geometry of P m .
Introduction
A numerical semigroup is a cofinite subset S ⊆ Z ≥0 of the non-negative integers that is closed under addition. Numerical semigroups are often specified using a set of generators n 1 < · · · < n k , i.e., S = n 1 , . . . , n k = {a 1 n 1 + · · · + a k n k : a i ∈ Z ≥0 }.
The Apéry set of m ∈ S is the set Ap(S; m) = {n ∈ S : n − m / ∈ S} of the minimal elements of S within each equivalence class modulo m. Since S is cofinite, we are guaranteed |Ap(S; m)| = m, and that Ap(S; m) contains exactly one element in each equivalence class modulo m. The elements of Ap(S; m) are partially ordered by divisibility, that is, a a whenever a − a ∈ Ap(S; m); we call this the Apéry poset of m in S.
A family of rational polyhedra whose integer points are in bijection with certain numerical semigroups, first introduced by Kunz [11] and independently in [16] , has received a flurry of recent attention [1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 12, 16] . More specifically, given m ≥ 2, the Kunz polyhedron P m is a pointed rational cone, translated from the origin, whose integer points are in bijection with the numerical semigroups containing m (we defer precise definitions to Section 2). One of the primary goals of studying these polyhedra is to utilize tools from lattice point geometry (e.g., Ehrhart's theorem) to approach some long-standing enumerative questions involving numerical semigroups [5, 7] .
Recent developments have produced a combinatorial description of the faces of P m . Given a numerical semigroup S containing m, the Kunz poset is the partially ordered set with ground set Z m obtained by replacing each element of the Apéry poset Ap(S; m) with its equivalence class in Z m . In [3] , it was shown that two numerical semigroups lie in the interior of the same face of P m if and only if they have identical Kunz posets, thereby providing a natural combinatorial object that indexes the faces of P m containing numerical semigroups. This combinatorial description was extended in [8] to include every face of P m , even those that do not contain any numerical semigroups.
When studying questions that are difficult to answer for general numerical semigroups, it is common to restrict to certain families with some additional structure. In this paper, we examine two such families. The first (one of the most common in the literature) are arithmetical numerical semigroups, whose minimal generating sets are arithmetic sequences. Thanks to a particularly powerful membership criterion, these semigroups admit closed forms for many quantities that are difficult to obtain in general [2, 13, 15] . The second family is comporised of numerical semigroups obtained by scaling every element of a given semigroup S by some common factor β and then adding one new generator α to obtain α + βS (this process is known as gluing). The result is a broad class of semigroups (which we call monoscopic numerical semigroups (Definition 5.1)) that includes several other families of independent interest, such as supersymmetric [4] and telescopic [10] numerical semigroups, as well as numerical semigroups on compound sequences [9] .
The combinatorial interpretation of the faces of P m in terms of posets is still young, and many basic questions are still unanswered. The goal of this paper is to describe geometrically the faces of P m containing numerical semigroups from the families described above, as an initial step towards better understanding the full face structure of P m . To this end, we give a formula for the dimension of every such face, and in most cases characterize their extremal rays (both of which are still not well understood in general for P m ). Our results yield two particularly notable geometric insights.
• We provide a collection of combinatorial embeddings of the form P m → P βm , which we call monoscopic embeddings, whose images contain precisely those semigroups obtained from monoscopic gluings of semigroups in P m with scaling factor β. This provides a complete characterization of the faces containing monoscopic numerical semigroups, as well as all faces they contain. One interpretation of this construction is that monoscopic gluing of numerical semigroups can be realized as a geometric operation on Kunz polyhedra. • The posets associated to low-dimensional faces, such as rays, possess the most relations, making them more difficult to classify in general. Moreover, many rays do not contain numerical semigroups. When describing a ray r of a face F containing arithmetical numerical semigroups, we do so by examining the effect adding r to each integer point in F has on the minimal generators of the corresponding semigroup. Figure 1 . Apéry posets of two numerical semigroups. The first, given by S = 15, 17, 19, 21, 23 (left), is arithmetical, and the second, given by S = 15, 18, 20, 27 (right), is monoscopic.
In addition to providing a glimpse of the face structure of P m , our results have several consequences for numerical semigroups outside the realm of geometry.
• The elements in the Apéry sets of arithmetical and monoscopic numerical semigroups are well understood (indeed, this is one of the reasons these families are considered especially "nice"). We extend these classical results to include a description of the divisibility poset structure of the Apéry set, both of which have elegant combinatorial structure; see Figure 1 for examples. • In most cases, the membership criterion for generalized arithmetical numerical semigroups can be extended to all semigroups lying on their same face. This gives rise to a new family of semigroups, which we call extra-generalized arithmetical numerical semigroups, possessing most of the desirable properties of arithmetical numerical semigroups. We develop this new family, independent of the geometry of P m , including a membership criterion (Proposition 3.3) and a formula for their Frobenius number (Corollary 3.7).
The paper is organized as follows. After reviewing the necessary terminology in Section 2, we introduce extra-generalized arithmetical numerical semigroups in Section 3, providing a membership criterion (Proposition 3.3), a characterization of their Apéry posets (Theorem 3.4), and a formula for their Frobenius numbers (Corollary 3.7). We then examine the faces of P m containing extra-generalized arithmetical numerical semigroups in Section 4, giving a formula for their dimension (Theorem 4.2) and, in most cases, their extremal rays (Theorem 4.6). In the final two sections of the paper, we turn attention to monoscopic numerical semigroups, characterizing their Apéry poset structure (Theorem 5.4) and the complete structure of the faces containing them (Theorems 6.7 and 6.10) via monoscopic embeddings (Definition 6.2).
The group cone and its faces
After recalling basic definitions from polyhedral geometry (see [17] for a thorough introduction), we define the Kunz polyhedron P m and a related polyhedron from [8] .
A rational polyhedron P ⊂ R d is the set of solutions to a finite list of linear inequalities with rational coefficients, that is,
for some matrix A and vector b. If none of the inequalities can be omitted without altering P , we call this list the H-description or facet description of P (such a list of inequalities is unique up to reordering and scaling by positive constants). The inequalities appearing in the H-description of P are called facet inequalities of P .
Given a facet inequality a 1 x 1 + · · · + a d x d ≤ b of P , the intersection of P with the equation a 1 x 1 + · · · + a d x d = b is called a facet of P . A face F of P is a subset of P equal to the intersection of some collection facets of P . The set of facets containing F is called the H-description or facet description of F . The dimension of a face F is the dimension dim(F ) of the affine linear span of F . The relative interior of a face F is the set of points in F that do not also lie in a face of dimension strictly smaller than F (or, equivalently, do not lie in a proper face of F ). We say F is a vertex if dim(F ) = 0, and edge if dim(F ) = 1 and F is bounded, a ray if dim(F ) = 1 and F is unbounded, and a ridge if dim(F ) = d − 2.
If there is a unique point v satisfying every inequality in the H-description of P with equality, then we call P a cone with vertex v. If, additionally, b = 0 above, we call P a pointed cone. Separately, we say P is a polytope if P is bounded. If P is a pointed cone, then any face F equals the non-negative span of the rays of P it contains, and if P is a polytope, then any face F equals the convex hull of the set of vertices of P it contains; in each case, we call this the V-description of F .
A partially ordered set (or poset) is a set Q equipped with a partial order that is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive. We say q covers q if q ≺ q and and there is no intermediate element q with q ≺ q ≺ q. If (Q, ) has a unique minimal element 0 ∈ Q, the atoms of Q are the elements that cover 0. The set of faces of a polyhedron P forms a poset under containment that is a lattice (i.e., every element has a unique greatest common divisor and least common multiple) and is graded, where the height function is given by dimension. If P is a cone, then every face of P equals the sum of some collection of extremal rays and the intersection of some collection of facets, meaning the face lattice of P is both atomic and coatomic. where a i = mz i + i for each i = 1, . . . , m − 1. We refer to the tuples (a 1 , . . . , a m−1 ) and (z 1 , . . . , z m−1 ) as the Apéry tuple/Apéry coordinates and the Kunz tuple/Kunz coordinates of S, respectively. Definition 2.2. Fix a finite Abelian group G, and let m = |G|. The group cone C(G) ⊂ R m−1 is the pointed cone with facet inequalities
where the coordinates of R m−1 are indexed by G \ {0}. Additionally, for each integer m ≥ 2, let P m denote the translation of C(Z m ) with vertex (− 1 m , . . . , − m−1 m ), whose facets are given by
We refer to P m as the Kunz polyhedron.
Parts (a) and (b) of the following theorem appear in [11] and [8] , respectively. In view of Theorem 2.3, given a face F ⊂ C(Z m ), we say F contains a numerical semigroup S if the Apéry tuple lies in the relative interior of F . Analogously, we say a face F ⊂ P m contains S if the Kunz tuple of S lies in the relative interior of F . 
Extra-generalized arithmetical numerical semigroups
Arithmetical numerical semigroups, which are numerical semigroups whose minimal generating set is an arithmetic sequence, are a common focal point in the literature. It turns out the polyhedral faces that contain arithmetical numerical semigroups also contain semigroups from two related families: generalized arithmetical numerical semigroups (previously studied in [13, 14] ) and a new family (Definition 3.1). In this section, we provide a characterization of the Kunz posets for this new family (Corollary 3.5) using an adapted membership criterion (Proposition 3.3), as well as a formula for their Frobenius numbers (Corollary 3.7). It is important to note the extra requirement that ah + kd > a in Definition 3.1 is in place to ensure the given generating set is minimal. Indeed, the semigroup 11, 20, 18, 16, 14, 12, 10 demonstrates this need not be the case if the assumption is dropped. As it turns out, this assumption also forces a to be the multiplicity of S.
We begin by generalizing a membership criterion for generalized arithmetical numerical semigroups to the extra-generalized family. Fix n ∈ Z, and let n = qa + rd for q, r ∈ Z ≥0 with 0 ≤ r ≤ a − 1. We have 
Conversely, assume r k h ≤ q for some n = aq +rd with q, r ∈ Z ≥0 and 0 ≤ r ≤ a−1. If r = 0, then n = aq clearly implies n ∈ S, and if 0 < r ≤ k, then the bounds on r imply r k = 1, so h ≤ q and n = aq + rd = (q − h)a + (ha + rd) ∈ S.
Lastly, if k < r, then
we conclude by induction on r that n ∈ S. This completes the proof of part (a). For part (b), n ∈ Ap(S; a) occurs when n ∈ S and n − a / ∈ S. Writing n = qa + rd as above, we check by part (a) that this happens if and only if q − 1 < r k h ≤ q, which is equivalent to the desired equality. Proof. Part (a) follows from Proposition 3.3(b). For part (c), if x j = x i + 1 and y i ≥ y j , then a j − a i = ah + (k + y j − y i )d is a minimal generator of S, which by Theorem 2.4(c) implies a j covers a i . Conversely, suppose a j covers a i , which by Theorem 2.4(c) means a j − a i = ah + md with 1 ≤ m ≤ k. With a i and a j written as in part (a), we see
Lastly, for part (b), we cannot have a i ≺ a j unless x i < x j by part (c). In this case, 
Proof. Write a − 1 = qk + r for q, r ∈ Z ≥0 with r < k. Regardless of whether d is positive or negative, by Theorem 3.4 and Remark 3.6, a j = max(Ap(S; a)) must occur in the top row of the Apéry poset. If d > 0, then a j is the last element of the top row, which means either x j = q + 1 and y j = r, or x j = q and y j = k, both of which yield
On the other hand, if d < 0, then a j is the first element in the top row, meaning y = 1 and either x j = q + 1 or x j = q. In either case, x j = a−1 k and
as desired.
Polyhedra faces containing arithmetical numerical semigroups
Having now characterized the Kunz posets of extra-generalized arithmetical numerical semigroups, we examine the geometric properties of faces containing such semigroups. In particular, we characterize their dimension (Theorem 4.2) and, for some, their defining rays (Theorem 4.6). Additionally, we prove that in most cases, the faces contain only extra-generalized numerical semigroups (Theorem 4.3)
We begin by describing the orbits (in the sense of Remark 2.5) of faces containing extra-generalized arithmetical numerical semigroups, allowing us to restrict some arguments to the case when d ≡ 1 mod a. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, it suffices to assume d ≡ 1 mod a. First, k = 1 implies e(S) = 2, so S lies on the ray (1, 2, . . . , a − 1), and if k = a − 1, then S has maximal embedding dimension, meaning dim F = a − 1. Next, suppose k = a − 2. By Corollary 3.5, the facet equations of F each have the form
both have full rank a−1
2
, we conclude dim F = a − 1 − a−1 2 = a 2 . Lastly, suppose k ≤ a − 2. Again applying Corollary 3.5, we obtain facet equations of the form
Subtracting corresponding equations above yields
meaning that the values of x 1 and x 2 determine the values for x 3 . . . , x k , and thus for the remainder of the coordinates as well. This proves dim F ≤ 2, and since the coordinates in C(Z a ) of the semigroups S, S = a, a(h+1)+d, . . . , a(h+1)+kd , and S = a, ah+(d+a), . . . , ah+k(d+a) , are affine independent and lie in F by Corollary 3.5(c), we conclude dim F = 2.
Our next result implies that, outside of the first 2 cases in Theorem 4.2, faces containing extra-generalized arithmetical numerical semigroups contain exclusively such semigroups. Proof. If S and S have identical Kunz poset P , then m(S ) = a is the number of elements of P and e(S ) = k + 1 is one more than the number of atoms of P by Theorem 2.4(c), so write S = a, n 1 , . . . , n k with each n i ≡ di mod a. Since k < a − 2, Ap(S ; a) has at least 2 more elements a k+1 ≡ (k+1)d mod a and a k+2 ≡ (k+2)d mod a. By Theorem 3.4(c), a k+1 = n 1 + n k = n 2 + n k−1 = · · · and a k+2 = n 2 + n k = n 3 + n k−1 = · · · must all hold. Let d = a k+2 − a k+1 . Subtracting corresponding equations above yields d = a k+2 − a k+1 = n 2 − n 1 = n 3 − n 2 = · · · as well as d = a k+2 − a k+1 = n k − n k−1 = n k−1 − n k−2 = · · · . If k = 2j is even, then a k+2 = 2n j+1 = n j + n j+2 and a k+1 = n j + n j+1 , so d = n j − n j−1 and d = n j+1 − n j both appear above. If k = 2j − 1 is odd, then a k+2 = n j + n j+1 and a k+1 = 2n j = n j−1 +n j+1 , so again d = n j −n j−1 and d = n j+1 −n j both appear above.
Putting everything together, we must have d ≡ d mod a, so we can write n 1 = ah + d for some h ≥ 1, and thus each n i = ah + id , as desired. Figure 3a ). If k = a−2, such as for the numerical semigroup S 2 = 6, 13, 14, 15, 26 , then S shares its Kunz poset (depicted in Figure 3b There is still no known classification of the extremal rays of group cones. The machinery developed in [8] yields a method to prove that a given ray is indeed a ray, but proving that a given list of rays is complete, even for a particular face, is a much more difficult task. However, it is a fact from polyhedral geometry (see [17] , for instance) that any 2-dimensional face of a pointed cone has exactly 2 extremal rays. As our final result in this section, we characterize both bounding rays of the 2-dimensional faces of the group cone containing extra-generalized arithmetical numerical semigroups. The ray r contains all of the numerical semigroups a, b for positive b ≡ d mod a, and the ray t contains numerical semigroups if k | (a − 1), in which case those semigroups have the form a, b for some positive b ≡ kd mod a.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, it suffices to assume d = 1. Under this assumption, it is easy to check that r = (1, 2, . . . , a − 1), and that t is given by
with x i and y i defined as in Theorem 3.4(a). Note each t i is surely non-negative, as
Since every integer point in F is the Kunz tuple of some extra-generalized arithmetical numerical semigroup by Theorem 4.3, adding r or t to any integer point in F yields another point in F , so the rays r and t both lie in F . Now, the coordinates of r satisfy the equation 2r 1 = r 2 , which is not satisfied by the Apéry coordinates of S since k > 1. To prove the same for t, we consider two cases. First, if k | a, then t k = a − k a/k = 0, so t lies in a face with nontrivial Kunz subgroup. Otherwise, we can write a−1 = qk +r with q = a/k and 0 ≤ r ≤ k − 2 and obtain t (q+1)k = t k−(r+1) = a−(k−(r+1))q = a−(k−(a−qk))q = (a−kq)+(qa−q 2 k) = t k +t qk as a facet equation not satisfied by the Apéry coordinates of S. As such, we conclude r and t both lie in proper faces of F , which necessarily are rays since dim F = 2.
For the final claims, it is clear that r = (1, 2, . . . , a − 1) contains semigroups of the form a, b for b ≡ 1 mod a since the Kunz poset is a total ordering. Likewise, if a − 1 = qk for q ∈ Z ≥0 , then t k = 1 and t k−i = a − (k − i)q = 1 + iq for each i = 1, . . . , k − 1, so the Kunz poset of t is also a total ordering with unique atom k. This completes the proof. Figure 4b , along with the posets of its bounding rays in Figures 4a and 4c . By Theorem 4.6, the Kunz poset of the first ray will always be a total order, obtained by "reading across the rows" of the Kunz poset for S. For this particular semigroup k | (a − 1), so the latter ray is also a total order, obtained by reading "bottom to top and right to left" in the Kunz poset of S. The condition k | (a − 1) holds whenever the top row of the Kunz poset has the full k elements.
Example 4.8. When k (a − 1), the Kunz poset of the ray t in Theorem 4.6 can be substantially more complicated. One such example, for S = 16, 23, 30, 37, 44, 51, 58 , is depicted in Figure 4d . Generally speaking, the ray t often does not contain numerical semigroups, and sometimes corresponds to a nontrivial subgroup (for instance, it is not hard to show using Theorem 4.6 that this happens if k | a).
Remark 4.9. The remaining faces of C(Z a ) containing extra-generalized arithmetical numerical semigroups have substantially more extremal rays than those described in Theorem 4.6. Indeed, if a = 19 and k = 17, then each such face has 726 rays, while P 19 itself has a grand total of 11,665,781 rays [3] .
Posets of monoscopic numerical semigroups
In this section, we introduce monoscopic numerical semigroups (Definition 5.1), and extend a known characterization of the Apéry set of monoscopic numerical semigroups to a characterization of their Apéry posets (Theorem 5.4) and Kunz posets (Corollary 5.5). It is well known [15, Lemma 8.8 ] that under the given conditions, the generating set for T given in Definition 5.1 is minimal. Figure 5 , there is a subtle distinction.
The key turns out to be that 31 ∈ Ap(S; 4), meaning α = 31 is the smallest possible value of α that take in its equivalence class modulo 12. When we examine where monoscopic semigroups lie in the Kunz polyhedron in Section 6, we will see that varying α within its equivalence class modulo βm yields semigroups within the same face, unless α ∈ Ap(S; m), which places the resulting semigroup on a boundary face. Proof. By Theorem 2.4(c), b α + a β covers bα + aβ in Ap(T ; βm) if and only if their difference equals either α or βn j for some j ≥ 2. By Theorem 5.4, the former case forces (ii) to hold, and the latter case holds precisely when either (i) or (iii) holds.
Monoscopic embeddings of polyhedra
In this section, we characterize the faces of the Kunz polyhedron P m containing monoscopic numerical semigroups, as well as all lower dimensional faces contained therein. We do so by constructing a family of combinatorial embeddings (Definition 6.2) of group cones, which we show in Theorem 6.7 induces an injection of face lattices. The faces of P m corresponding to these faces, together with those described in Theorem 6.10, contain all of the monoscopic numerical semigroups, and only monoscopic numerical semigroups (Theorem 6.11). Figure 6 depicts the portion of the face lattice of C(Z 12 ) described by Theorems 6.7 and 6.10, including all posets therein. Notation 6.1. In order to simplify numerous expressions in the remainder of the paper, we adopt the convention of prepending a "0" entry to each point in C(G), indexed by the identity element of G. More precisely, we write each (x 1 , x 2 , . . .) ∈ C(G) in the form (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , . . .) with x 0 = 0, effectively replacing C(G) with {0} × C(G). Proof. Under the given assumptions, every element of G can be written uniquely in the form a + kρ for some a ∈ H and b ∈ Z with 0 ≤ b ≤ β − 1. Moreover, if w ∈ C(H) and x = Φ ρ (w), it is easy to check that x 0 = 0, and for any a, a ∈ H and 0 ≤ b, b < β,
so the image of Φ ρ lies in C(G). This proves Φ ρ is well-defined. From here, it is clear that Φ ρ is linear, and projecting the image of Φ ρ onto the coordinates indexed by H yields a linear map that simply scales each vector by β, so Φ ρ is injective as well. Proof. Note that if βρ = 0, then α ∈ Ap(S) is impossible. As such, the claim follows from Theorem 5.4 upon unraveling definitions. with equality precisely when a P a , so assume βρ = 0. If b ≤ b , then
with equality precisely when a P a . Alternatively, if b > b , then
with equality precisely when βρ P a − a and a P a . In either case, we obtain a + bρ Q a + b ρ in the exact cases required by Definition 6.4, thereby proving Φ ρ (w) lies in the interior of the claimed face. Conversely, let F ⊂ C(G) denote the face whose Kunz poset is the augmented monoscopic extension Q of P (which must exist by the above argument), and fix x ∈ F . Defining w a = 1 β x a for a ∈ H, we see
, where the first and second equalities hold since Q is an augmented monoscopic extension. This proves set equality Φ ρ (F ) = F , thereby completing the proof. Definition 6.8. The beta ray s of a monoscopic embedding Φ ρ is defined
for each a ∈ H and 0 ≤ b ≤ β − 1. Notice that s a = 0 precisely when a ∈ H, so s must lie in a face whose Kunz subgroup under is H. Lemma 6.9. The beta ray s (a) lies in a face of C(G) whose corresponding subgroup is H, and (b) is linearly independent to each vector in the image of Φ ρ .
Proof. The first claim is easy to verify. For the second claim, since Φ ρ is linear and C(H) is full-dimensional, it suffices to prove s lies outside of the image of Φ ρ . Indeed, projecting the image of Φ ρ onto the coordinates indexed by H is injective by the proof of Lemma 6.3, while applying the same projection to s yields 0. Theorem 6.10. For any face F ⊂ C(H), the set R ≥0 s + Φ ρ (F ) is a face of C(G) whose Kunz poset is the monoscopic extension of the Kunz poset of F .
Proof. Let P = (H/H , P ) denote the Kunz poset of F , let F denote the smallest face containing R ≥0 s + Φ ρ (F ), and let Q = (G/H , Q ) denote the Kunz poset of F . Since Φ ρ (F ) ⊂ F , Theorem 6.7 implies H ⊂ H , and the coordinates in which s is zero are precisely those indexed by H, so we must have H = H . Next, fix x ∈ R ≥0 s + Φ ρ (F ), and write x in the form x = y + cs for y ∈ Φ ρ (F ) and c ≥ 0. If a + bρ, a + b ρ ∈ G satisfy a P a and b ≤ b , then by Theorem 6.7, Additionally, among the facet equations satisfied by Φ ρ (F ), these are the only ones satisfied by s. As such, we conclude Q equals the monoscopic extension of P .
Lastly, fix x ∈ F . Let c = x ρ − 1 β x βρ , and write y = x − cs. To complete the proof, we must show y ∈ Φ ρ (F ). with equality whenever βρ P a − a and a P a . We conclude y ∈ Φ ρ (F ).
Our final result of this section is a converse of sorts to Corollary 6.6, namely that the faces of the group cone containing monoscopic numerical semigroups contain only monoscopic numerical semigroups. Theorem 6.11. Let S = m, n 2 , . . . , n k , suppose T = α + βS is a monoscopic gluing, and let F ⊂ C(Z βm ) denote the face containing T . Any numerical semigroup T in F can be expressed as a monoscopic gluing T = α + βS , where α ≡ α mod βm and S is a numerical semigroup on the same face of C(Z m ) as S.
Proof. Let α ∈ T denote the minimal generator of T satisfying α ≡ α mod βm, and let ρ ∈ Z βm denote the equivalence class containing α and α . The remaining generators of T must each be divisible by β, so we can write T = α , βm, βn 2 , . . . , βn k . Letting S = m, n 2 , . . . , n k , we claim T = α + βS is a gluing. Indeed, it is clear gcd(α, β) = 1 since the above generating set for T is minimal, so we must show α ∈ S \ {m, n 2 , . . . , n k }. However, this follows from Corollary 6.6 since βα can be factored using βn 2 , . . . , βn k . This proves the claim.
It remains to show that S lies in the same face of C(Z m ) as S. Again, Corollary 6.6 implies every element of Ap(T ; βm) divisible by β can be factored using βn 2 , . . . , βn k . This implies S and S have identical Kunz posets, thereby completing the proof. 
